
Making the case for translating 
and localising L&D programmes:
Achieving greater engagement from a global workforce



Are you speaking  
my language?
Do you speak English? ¿Hablas español?  
Parlez-vous français? Mówisz po polsku?

In a Learning & Development (L&D) team, you will face many challenges in providing training and learning programmes,  
such as the project definition, selecting the right suppliers, creating the content and gaining approval from stakeholders.  
When you begin an L&D project, you’ll soon realise that “the process” is one of the main ingredients to orchestrating a 
successful L&D programme. 

Now, factor in a global workforce and you’ll see the challenges grow even further. 

Susan Lankfer, our Head of Client Relations, has supported many L&D teams in rolling out learning & training 
programmes to teams in entirely new markets.

Susan has seen the challenges our clients face and has written this guide specifically to help you overcome them.

When content isn’t translated and localised, you’ll find that your global workforce will focus on trying to understand, 
rather than engage with the content. As a result, your team’s learning outcomes may harm your organisation’s 
operational performance.

At Comtec, we have provided insight into the value of translating and localising L&D programmes.

In this guide, Susan shares some examples around how you can achieve ROI through multilingual content.

Here are a few ways you can demonstrate ROI:

Reduce employee turnover

Improve productivity

Maintain “process efficiency” for all employees

Increase employee engagement

Enhance employee skill development

If you’ve already started the localisation process, but perhaps you need some help in streamlining it, then you may find our 
other L&D guide useful as we share tips and advice for efficient translations. Click here for your copy.

Let’s look at some of the challenges you’ll face when considering translating and localising  
learning & training content: 

1.  No clear ROI

2.  It’s not a priority in the organisation because…

3.  There’s a belief that English will be fine

http://
https://www.comtectranslations.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Delivering-an-effective-multilingual-LD-programme.pdf
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So, what does this mean?
Understanding your employees should be prioritised in the same way as 
understanding your customers. Your team helps your organisation to grow 
in a positive way, which is why investing in localised training & learning 
programmes becomes essential for maximising employee engagement. 

* Survey by Forbes Insights and Rosetta Stone Business

Stats & Facts: 
The truth behind localisation

You’ve probably been there - in a foreign country, guessing your way through a menu or 
street directions. Collectively we can usually muddle through, can’t we? However, that’s not 
appropriate in a global work environment when clarity and understanding are everything. 

Although English may be your global corporate language, proficiency levels in English will 
vary throughout the workforce. Giving everyone an equal chance of implementing new 
skills and behaviours is essential. Your organisation can respond by giving your team a fair 
starting point with localised training and learning content.

Thanks to an improved learning process, your team are focusing on the content, rather 
than on trying to understand it in English.

Here are some compelling stats to help your organisation rethink its language strategy.
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“If you talk to a  
man in a language he 

understands, that goes 
to his head. If you talk  

to him in his own 
language, that goes  

to his heart.”
Nelson Mandela



8 BIG wins of localising training content
Localising training & learning programmes helps you to obtain the following benefits:

Effective 
implementation 

Without the additional e�ort 
required to understand the 

language as well as the content, your 
organisation can see an increase in 
positive results, such as employees 

implementing what they’ve 
learnt in their work.

Meeting legal 
requirements

 There may be legal requirements
 for translating and localising your 

training content, for example, 
ensuring all employees have 
access to company resources 

and have the same 
opportunities. 

Staying on brand, 
vision and culture

Localising content prevents 
any misinterpretation and 

can be rephrased to bridge 
any cultural di�erences.

Delivering a 
consistent experience 

By translating and localising 
training content, instead of 

producing regionally speci�c 
resources, organisations o�er a 

shared experience to all 
employees. 

Enhanced 
collaboration

Multinational employees 
�nd it easier to work together

if they all understand the 
same objective and share the 

same experiences.

Employee retention
Communication in your 

employee’s mother tongue earns 
you mutual respect, with your 

team feeling more valued, 
thereby increasing your 

employee retention rates.

Staying ahead of 
the competition

Re/upskilling is quicker and
 more successful with
localised learning and 
training programmes.

Meeting health 
and safety laws 

Any training that has health & 
safety implications should be 
professionally localised, so it’s 

100% accurate with no room for 
any misunderstandings.



你好

こんにちは

hei

bonjour

olà

hello

Measuring the ROI of translating  
your content

Managing a global workforce can be challenging enough in English. Add in multiple languages, and you’ll soon be 
juggling a host of other challenges. 

Improving employee satisfaction is essential for increasing productivity and reducing staff turnover.  
By engaging with your team in their local language, L&D programmes come into their own. 

Your employees will feel more valued, and they will want to remain once they’ve experienced how an inclusive 
workplace operates. Mostly, your organisation will be leading the way in achieving greater  
workforce engagement.

Where possible, build your measurement methods into the programme. For instance, on 
completion of a module or course, you can take learners to a survey or feedback form

Use the same measurement methods as you do for your English programmes so that  
you can benchmark multilingual versions against them

Try split testing your English and localised versions with employees in the same market  
to understand how effective multilingual content is

Speak to your local market colleagues about the best ways  
to get feedback from employees

Make sure you translate and localise employee  
surveys, post-training quizzes and feedback  
forms to increase the chances of getting  
the data you need!

Here are a few examples of how to measure the success of your multilingual training and learning 
programmes to ensure you deliver the ROI, which may have initially been questioned:



Why partner with us?

We understand L&D programmes

Quality assuredProven record

Thanks to our vast experience in delivering 
localised L&D programmes, we’ve garnered the 
trust and confidence of some leading e-learning 
brands, as well as corporate L&D departments 
of multinational companies. 

We value every L&D translation project that 
comes through our doors. Understanding the 
impact and importance of a localised L&D 
programme is why our clients come back to us 
time and time again, and it’s why we think you’ll 
value us as your translation partner too.

With rigorous quality procedures 
in place to ISO 9001:2015 
standard, and the internationally 
recognised ISO 17100:2015 
translation industry certification, 
you can be confident that every 
project we undertake is accurate, 
authentic in tone and culturally 
appropriate.

For over 30 years, organisations have trusted 
our extensive translation and business expertise 
to succeed in global markets. With a worldwide 
network of professional and highly-skilled linguists 
translating for every industry sector, combined 
with our passion for quality and our use of 
innovative technology, we’re able to ensure all 
translations are 100% accurate and delivered on 
time and on budget. 

Expert linguists for all sectors 

Specialist linguists for training and learning resources/programmes

Additional services such as voiceover, subtitling, art-working and re-build  
of e-learning modules to deliver a full end-to-end localisation service

Rigorous quality and assessment processes 

Delivery on time and within budget

One dedicated point of contact

Excellent customer service

Working in over 200 languages

Our guarantee:

QUALITY
ASSURED30

YEARS



About the author

Language graduate, Susan Lankfer, joined Comtec in 
2009 as a Project Manager, working her way to Head of 
Client Relations. 

Susan works closely with our dedicated team of Account 
Managers, ensuring that we’re always anticipating and 
exceeding the needs and expectations of our clients. 

Susan understands the challenges our clients face along 
with the impact and the bigger picture of the service  
we provide.

How we delight our client is what makes us unique at Comtec.  
The QA procedures which go above and beyond industry standards, 
our proactive approach and exceptional customer service, are why 
we see our clients recommend us time and time again.
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